
CHAPTER V 

 

5. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

This chapter contains the conclusion about the data that have been analyze in previous 

chapter and the writer also put some suggestion in this chapter that would help the next 

researcher who doing research using the same theory or same source of the data 

 
 

 Conclusion 

 

According to the research that already been done the writer can find that the 

classification of grammatical cohesion form especially in reference types, the writer found that 

there are three types of grammatical cohesion that the writer cites from the experts there are 

personal reference, demonstrative reference, and comparative reference, from all of these three 

the writer can classify that all of this kind of type reference are uttered in the source of the data 

and after classify the data and make a list of the data the writer can assume that the most used 

type of reference is personal reference which acknowledge the writer about the way people 

personally reference their own self. All of the data are explaining about reference but each type 

of reference are different the causes each types of reference different because of the way it is 

use the user or the reference, how people reference something such as location, or a place, they 

usually use demonstrative reference which can acknowledge the hearer about the location what 

element are involved in the reference that used by the user, in the other hand comparative 

reference are the less used in the data the writer only found 11 data that uttered about 

comparative reference which can be assume that from the data that have been analyze there 

comparative reference can be used to refers something but in comparative form, such as 

comparing a dead body to a stone it is used comparative reference because the stone is refers 

to dead body but the body got compared to the stone. 
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 Suggestion 

 

From the data that already been analyze the writer can give some suggestion for the 

next researcher who want to research about grammatical cohesion who want to focus about 

reference type, the writer suggest that the next researcher to understand the concept about 

grammatical cohesion and focused on reference type, the next researcher should understand 

that three of the types are different and it is indeed to be be care full to analyze the data because 

sometimes the reference each types have similarity or have more than one reference types that 

being used so the writer suggest that to read the data carefully and understand the theory better. 

For the next researcher the writer suggest that if willing to do the same research the 

writer also have some suggestion about the source of the data which can be analyze using the 

same theory that the writer used, there are many movies, short story or like transcript on the 

speech, such as Barack Obama speech, toy story franchise transcript. The main point that the 

next researcher need to understand is the point of view of the users of the reference because 

the reference type need to be understand when the time it is used where it is refers to the next 

researcher hold acknowledge this to gain and earn better data and to get the best result on the 

research. 
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